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Students tailor questions to 
their own level

numeric input

On the question shown here, students can tailor the question to their 
own level. Students could perform calculations as simple as 6 + 2 or 
as complicated as 9 x 6 x 2 x 5. When the vote has taken place, ask 
students to explain their answers.

To ask this question:

What can the teacher do with the results?
The teacher has shown a list of all the answers alongside the students’ 
names. The answers are ordered by their response. The teacher uses 
this list to ask students how they came up with their answers.
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Quickly gather results

numeric input

If your students have been out on a field trip, gather all the numbers 
quickly using a question such as the one here.

To ask this question:

how has the teacher gathered the results
Each group of students renamed their devices with the time of the day 
they did their survey. When each result was sent, it could then be shown 
as a graph.
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How much have your students 
learned?
numeric input

In the example here, an event is dragged from behind the astronaut. 
Students are then asked to vote when they think the event took place.
The vote can be done in groups, so students can pool their knowledge.
When you have received all the answers you can study the numbers in a 
number of ways. 

To ask this question:

What do the results show?
The results here show that most students have understood the topic. 
Even if students don’t get the answer correct, you can look at the 
average of the answers, to see if it is anywhere near the correct 
answer.
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Formative assessment
integrate activexpression into your teaching. students can work 
from worksheets and send their answers, when the teachers ask, to 
the activboard.

numeric input

In this example we’ve used a numeric vote but it can be used with many 
types of vote. Students are working from sheets measuring lines. The 
teacher asks students to measure the line and send the answer to the 
Activboard.

how to ask this question:

What do the results show?
These results show that most students agree that question 4’s answer is 
4.2. How can the differences be explained?
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Pairwork and groupwork
numeric input

Students don’t have to work individually with Activexpression. Students 
can work together to find out the answers to these equations then send 
the answer to the Activboard

To ask this question:

What do these results show?
These results show that the students haven’t fully understood the 
question. The teacher only wanted the students to say what x equalled. 
This confusion needs clarifying.


